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From our house to your home

PH Ross Bathroom & Tile Showroom 
Old Cabra Road, (beside Lidl), 
Hanlons Corner, Dublin 7.

Discover the bathroom
you’ve always dreamed of
or the bathroom you’d love
to dream in.

Our Showroom, a collaboration of creatives

calcatta tile

Our showroom has been designed by Irish

From brass taps, to chrome finish modern

architect John-Henry Boyle and is inspired by an

mixers, WIFI enabled showers and statement

urban Berlin style. Within this space, we have

freestanding baths to wet room enclosures,

created over 25 stylish bathrooms in a domestic

there is a bathroom solution to suit all lifestyles

style setting, to make it easier for customers

and preferences and the experts at PH Ross

to visualise the collections in their own homes.

with over 40 years’ experience will be on hand

From classic bathrooms to modern cutting-edge

with the creative and design skills to match

fittings, there is something for all tastes.

your style and budget.

Distinct design details are enhanced by the

The PH Ross bathroom ranges are from leading

backdrop of crisp birch and bespoke black

suppliers including Adamsez, Aqualla, Halo

ironwork created by hand by blacksmith Dainius

Tiles, Ideal Standard, Flair, Merlyn and Vitra to

at Varna Studio in Wexford.

name a few, with the latest prestige products

Design and function led, our selected bathroom

from the collections available in-store.

ranges have been carefully curated, to create

Our showroom on Hanlon’s corner, Cabra is a

an exciting collection that will allow customers

must visit, is truly a one stop destination for

to achieve a stylish bathroom with quality

stylish bathroom design.

products to suit their lifestyle and budget.
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Pop of colour
2018 will see colour play a greater role in bathroom
design. Natural sand tones and neutral grey colours
are still very much the main colour choice for tiling,
but complemented with strong colours such as
navy, heritage blues and greens, strong oranges
or yellows. There is a common misconception that
using dark colours will make a space appear smaller,
but this is not the case and using dark colours
such as grey or navy for tiling will add warmth and
tranquillity to the bathroom design.
Colour added in feature walls can be created
with tiling or paint. Add a “pop of colour” with
a coloured bath or sink. The Adamsez ‘Calabar’
freestanding bath can be ordered in any colour
and makes for stunning focal feature in a
bathroom. Or consider the stunning gold Emma
Square Basin.

01 Nemox black bathroom accessories | 02 Bissel diamond tile—available in
various colours | 03 Oro hinge & inline shower door | 04 Ice & Smoke tile.

Natural stone textures and wood effect tiles
have come a long way and modern collections
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The minimalist style

replicate patterns beautifully and are a practical
way to add a natural feel to your bathroom.

Minimalism will be a key style for bathrooms

Chrome is still a popular choice for tapware but

in 2018. Brassware is mounted and built in for

2018 will see more brass, anthracite, rose gold

a sleek finish which is easier to clean. Storage

and bronze colours such as the Aqualla - Ramore

is built in or hidden behind drawers, doors or
mirrors to maintain an uncluttered look. To add
life to the minimalist look, colour is introduced as
a focal point, whether it’s a painted freestanding
bath, or a brightly patterned tiled wall the
colour adds to the scheme, complementing not
overpowering the finished look.
Space saving plays into the minimalist look. For
those short on space, a ‘wet room’ shower is
space saving solution over a built-in shower unit
for small spaces.

brassware series also available in Copper. Also
matching shower trays and shower frames to
coordinated the look.
Black is back with a serious bang this year and
we have all you need to create that stylish
look, in-store. Achieve a contemporary look by
choosing black; whether it’s a shower enclosure
or chic black tiling. Finish off the look with the
stylish range of black bathroom accessories.

